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Blotto, Twinks and the Rodents
of the Riviera
By Brett, Simon.

Robinson. 1 Paperback(s), 2011. soft. Book Condition: New. There
is consternation at Tawcester Towers. While conducting a tour
of the Long Gallery, the estate's future master Blotto Lyminster is
stunned to discover that two of the family portraitsa
Gainsborough and a Reynoldsare suspiciously absent. In this
fifth outing for none-too-swift Blotto and his ever-so-clever sister
Twinks (following Blotto, Twinks and the Bootlegger's Moll), the
pair set off for France on the trail of international art thieves.
The French Riviera of the 1920s is a gay old place, and following
various leads, Twinks makes contacts with many expatriates and
Americans all leading the good life, including the famous silent
movie star Mimsy La Pim, whom Blotto finds himself curiously
drawn to. But after a particularly decadent party it is discovered
that Mimsy has been kidnapped by criminal mastermind La
Puce, and it is up to Blotto and Twinks to save the starlet from
possibly several fates worse than death, and restore the fortunes
of Tawcester Towers to boot. 200.
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Reviews
An exceptional pdf and the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. It can be writter in straightforward
words and phrases instead of confusing. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Pr of. Ar lie B og a n
It in a single of the best book. This is for those who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . B a r ney Robel Jr .
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